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Photon detectors are an elementary tool to
measure electromagnetic waves at the quantum
limit1,2 and are heavily demanded in the emerging
quantum technologies such as communication3,
sensing4, and computing5. Of particular inter-
est is a quantum non-demolition (QND) type
detector, which projects the quantum state of
a photonic mode onto the photon-number ba-
sis without affecting the temporal or spatial
properties6–9. This is in stark contrast to con-
ventional photon detectors2 which absorb a pho-
ton to trigger a ‘click’ and thus inevitably de-
stroy the photon. The long-sought QND de-
tection of a flying photon was recently demon-
strated in the optical domain using a single atom
in a cavity10,11. However, the counterpart for
microwaves has been elusive despite the recent
progress in microwave quantum optics using su-
perconducting circuits12–18. Here, we implement
a deterministic entangling gate between a super-
conducting qubit and a propagating microwave
pulse mode reflected by a cavity containing the
qubit. Using the entanglement and the high-
fidelity qubit readout, we demonstrate a QND
detection of a single photon with the quantum
efficiency of 0.84, the photon survival probability
of 0.87, and the dark-count probability of 0.0147.
Our scheme can be a building block for quan-
tum networks connecting distant qubit modules
as well as a microwave photon counting device
for multiple-photon signals.

Microwave quantum optics in superconducting circuits
enables us to investigate unprecedented regimes of quan-
tum optics. The strong nonlinearity brought by Joseph-
son junctions together with the strong coupling of the
qubits with resonators/waveguides reveals rich physics
not seen in the optical domain before. It has also been
applied in demonstrations of the generation and char-
acterization of non-classical states in cavity modes12–14

and propagating modes15,16 as well as the remote entan-
glement of localized superconducting qubits17,18. How-
ever, single-photon detection in the microwave domain
is still a challenging task because of the photon energy
four to five orders of magnitude smaller than in op-
tics. The sensitivities of conventional incoherent detec-
tors such as avalanche photodiodes, bolometers, and su-
perconducting nanowires are not sufficient for single mi-
crowave photons2. Therefore, resonant absorption of a
microwave photon with a superconducting qubit was ex-

ploited for single-photon detection recently19. Note also
that QND measurements of cavity-confined microwave
photons have been realized by using a Rydberg atom or
a superconducting qubit as a probe20,21.

For a QND detection of an itinerant photon, we use
a circuit quantum-electrodynamics (QED) architecture
with a transmon qubit in a largely detuned 3D cavity22.
An input pulse mode through a 1D transmission line to
the cavity is entangled with the qubit upon the reflection
and is projected to a number state by the subsequent
qubit readout without destroying the photon (Fig. 1).

In our setup, the qubit-cavity interaction is described
with the Hamiltonian

H/~ = ωca
†a+

ωq

2
σz − χa†a σz, (1)

where a†(a) is the creation (annihilation) operator of the
cavity mode, σz the Pauli operator of the transmon qubit,
ωc the cavity resonance frequency, ωq the qubit resonance
frequency, and χ the dispersive shift due to the interac-
tion. We control the qubit state with a Rabi oscilla-
tion driven by a resonant pulse and read out the qubit
nondestructively via the dispersive shift of the cavity fre-
quency. A readout pulse reflected by the cavity is led to a
flux-driven Josephson parametric amplifier (JPA)23 and
is measured in the quadrature by a heterodyne detector.
The nearly quantum-limited amplifier enables us to read
out the qubit state in a single shot, with the assignment
fidelity24 of 0.988± 0.001.

The interaction between an itinerant microwave field
and the superconducting qubit through the cavity is first
characterized by the cavity reflection of weak continuous
microwaves. Figure 1b shows the spectra, with the qubit
being in the ground state |g〉 (blue) or the excited state
|e〉 (red). The dispersive shift of the cavity frequency
is observed in accordance with Eq. (1). With the op-
timal configuration where the external coupling rate of
the cavity κex is adjusted to twice the dispersive shift,
2χ, the qubit-dependent phase shift (phase difference in
Fig. 1b) of the reflected field is close to π within the band-
width centered at the cavity frequency ωc (green region
in Fig. 1b).

The phase-shift condition also holds for a pulse mode
as long as its spectral bandwidth fits inside the cav-
ity bandwidth. A single photon in the reflected pulse
mode acquires the π-phase shift conditioned on the ex-
cited state of the qubit (Fig. 1c), while maintaining the
temporal and spatial mode shapes. It corresponds to the
controlled-Z gate between the superconducting qubit and
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FIG. 1. | Circuit QED setup for the QND detec-
tion of an itinerant microwave photon. a, Schematic of
the experimental setup. A transmon qubit is mounted in a 3D
superconducting cavity that is over-coupled to a 1D transmis-
sion line composed of a coaxial cable. An input pulse mode
is injected to the cavity through the cable, and the reflected
pulse mode is guided via circulators to a JPA and a hetero-
dyne detector. Qubit control and readout pulses (not shown)
follow the same path. b, Squared amplitude (Reflectance) and
phase shift of the cavity reflection coefficient as a function of
the probe frequency, with the qubit being in the ground state
(blue) or the excited state (red). The dots are the experi-
mental results and the lines are the theoretical fits. c, Phase
flip (no flip) of the reflected single photon caused by the qubit
in the excited state (ground state). d, Phase flip (no flip) of
the qubit caused by the reflection of the single photon (zero
photon). Here, |g〉 and |e〉 label the ground and exited states
of the qubit, and |±〉 is their superposition 1√

2
(|g〉 ± |e〉). |0〉

and |1〉 indicates the photon-number states in the pulse mode.

the pulse mode. Because of the symmetry between the
control and the target qubits in a controlled-Z gate, the
interaction can also be interpreted as a phase-flip gate
of the qubit induced by the reflection of the single pho-
ton (Fig. 1d).

The protocol for the QND detection of an itinerant
photon is shown in Figs. 2a and 2b. (i) The qubit is
initialized to the ground state |g〉 via the nondestructive
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FIG. 2. | QND detection of an itinerant microwave
photon. a, Quantum circuit diagram of the protocol. The
qubit is first read out for the initialization with postselection.
Then, a Ramsey sequence, consisting of Y/2 and −Y/2 ro-
tations and a Z-basis readout, is applied to detect the phase
flip of the qubit induced by a single photon. For the quan-
tum state tomography of the pulse mode, the quadrature αθ

of the reflected pulse mode is measured with various phases
θ. b, Corresponding pulse sequences at the qubit, cavity, and
JPA pump frequencies, ωq, ωc, ωp, respectively. We use a
Gaussian pulse with the full width at half maximum of 500 ns
as an input pulse mode. c, Phase-flip probability of the qubit
as a function of the average photon number |αin|2 in the in-
put pulse. The blue dots represent the experimental data,
while the blue solid line is the numerical calculation using in-
dependently obtained parameters25. The red dashed line is
the linear fit in the weak power limit.

readout and postselection. The input state of the mi-
crowave pulse mode is a coherent state in the weak power
limit with the single-photon occupancy p1, which well
approximates a superposition of the vacuum and single-
photon states,

√
p0|0〉+

√
p1|1〉. (ii) The qubit state is ro-

tated by π/2 about the Y -axis and the composite system
becomes |+〉(√p0|0〉+

√
p1|1〉). (iii) The pulse mode is re-

flected by the cavity, and the state after the controlled-Z
gate becomes entangled,

√
p0|+〉|0〉+

√
p1|−〉|1〉. (iv) Fi-

nally, the qubit is rotated by −π/2 about the Y -axis to
obtain

√
p0|g〉|0〉+

√
p1|e〉|1〉 and is then measured in the

Z basis. The presence of a single photon in the pulse
mode is correlated with the excited state of the qubit
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FIG. 3. | Quantum state tomography of the reflected
pulse mode. a, Wigner function with the qubit being in
the ground state |g〉. b, The same with the qubit being in
the excited state |e〉. c, d, Unconditional Wigner function
and photon-number distribution after the interaction with the
qubit prepared in the state |+〉. The blue bars in d shows the
distribution in the reflected pulse, while the thin black frames
depict that in the input pulse. e, f, The same conditioned on
the absence of the qubit phase flip. g, h, The same condi-
tioned on the detection of the qubit phase flip.

and is detectable.
The phase-flip probability of the qubit as a function

of the average photon number |αin|2 in the input pulse
is shown in Fig. 2c. The slight deviation from the lin-
ear relationship is due to the two-photon occupation in
the pulse mode. By fitting the slope in the weak power

limit, we evaluate the quantum efficiency of the detection
scheme to be 0.84± 0.02. The reduction of the efficiency
from unity is attributed to a few mechanisms. First, the
external coupling rate is not perfectly adjusted to twice
the dispersive shift (κex/2χ = 1.1), which causes an in-
complete phase flip of the qubit. Second, an input photon
is probabilistically absorbed in the cavity due to the finite
internal loss rate κin/κex = 0.07, which also gives rise to
the incomplete phase flip. Finally, the qubit dephasing
during the gate interval results in an erroneous phase flip
of the qubit. The qubit dephasing also contributes dom-
inantly to the dark-count probability of 0.0147± 0.0005.

To verify the QND property of the photon detector,
we analyze the reflected pulse mode by using Wigner to-
mography via the quadrature measurements. We mea-
sure the quadrature αθ of the reflected pulse mode, which
is amplified by the phase-sensitive amplifier (JPA) with
the various pump phases θ to obtain the necessary infor-
mation. Then, we characterize the quantum state with
the iterative maximum likelihood tomography26, correct-
ing for the measurement inefficiency of the quadratures
1− ηmeas where ηmeas = 0.43± 0.01.

As the input signal, we use a coherent pulse with the
average photon number of |αin|2 = 0.165 ± 0.003. First,
in Figs. 3a and 3b, we plot the Wigner functions of the
reflected pulse mode when the qubit is prepared in the
ground state |g〉 and in the excited state |e〉, respectively.
The outcomes are the coherent states with π-phase dif-
ference depending on the qubit states. Next, in Figs. 3c
and 3d, we show the Wigner function and the photon-
number distribution when the qubit is prepared in the
superposition state |+〉. Without being conditioned on
the outcome of the qubit readout, the obtained state is
the mixed state of the ones in Figs. 3a and 3b. Impor-
tantly, the interaction for the photon detection retains
the photon-number distribution with the survival proba-
bility of 0.87± 0.03, which is calculated from the ratio of
the average photon number of the reflected pulse mode
to that of the input.

Figures 3e–3h show the conditioned results. In the case
without a qubit phase flip (Figs. 3e and 3f), the reflected
pulse mode is in the vacuum state with the fidelity of
0.9844 ± 0.0002 (theory: 0.9894). The weak squeezing
seen in the Wigner function is due to the finite proba-
bility of two-photon occupation (∼ 0.007) in the pulse
mode and the coherence between the vacuum and the
two-photon state. On the other hand, for the case with
a qubit phase flip (Figs. 3g and 3h), the reflected pulse
mode is in the single-photon state with the fidelity of
0.84 ± 0.02 (theory: 0.82). The infidelity is mainly due
to the internal loss of the cavity and the dark count. The
small anisotropy in the observed Wigner function is at-
tributed to the incomplete phase flip of the qubit, which
does not erase the coherence completely. Those results
prove that the outcome of the qubit readout is strongly
correlated to the photon-number state of the reflected
pulse mode and demonstrate a QND single-photon detec-
tion. The system also works as a heralded single-photon
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FIG. 4. | Qubit-photon entanglement. The blue and red
bars respectively show the real and imaginary parts of the ex-
perimentally obtained density matrix of the system consisting
of the qubit and the pulse mode. The black wireframes are
the density matrix in the ideal case. The qubit state is repre-
sented in the X basis (|+〉, |−〉), and the state in the reflected
pulse mode is represented in the photon-number basis (|n〉;
n=0,1,2).

generator.
Finally, we analyze the composite state of the qubit

and the reflected pulse mode to verify the entanglement.
After the reflection of the pulse, the qubit is measured
in three orthogonal basis X,Y, and Z, and the reflected
pulse mode is measured in the quadrature αθ with various
phases. We characterize the density matrix ρ of the com-
posite quantum system by using the iterative maximum-
likelihood reconstruction with the composite measure-
ment operators, correcting for the inefficiency in the
quadrature measurement of the pulse mode (Fig. 4). The
correlation in the diagonal elements enables the QND de-
tection of an itinerant photon. Moreover, the off-diagonal
elements indicate the presence of entanglement. We cal-
culate the negativity N (ρ) of the composite system from
the density matrix and obtain N (ρ) = 0.296±0.005 > 0,
quantifying the entanglement27. Note that for the given
value of the average photon number |αin|2, the maxi-
mum possible value of the negativity in the composite
system is 0.346. The fidelity of the experimentally ob-

tained density matrix to the one with the ideal controls
and measurements is found to be 0.957± 0.003.

In this paper, we focused on a superposition of the
vacuum and single-photon states in a pulse mode. How-
ever, the QND detection scheme can be readily ap-
plied to many-photon states, where the qubit detects
the even/odd parity of the photon number in the pulse
mode. This can be applied to Wigner tomography of
multi-photon states as well as heralded generation of a
Schrödinger cat state in an itinerant mode. Moreover, by
cascading the QND detectors with different conditional
phases, we can realize a number-resolved photon counter
for a microwave pulse mode.

METHODS

System parameters. An aluminum-made transmon
qubit on a sapphire substrate is mounted at the cen-
ter of a 3D aluminum cavity that is over-coupled to a
1D transmission line (Fig. 1a). The parameters deter-
mined from independent measurements are as follows:
the cavity resonance frequency ωc/2π = 10.62524 GHz,
the qubit resonance frequency ωq/2π = 7.8693 GHz, the
dispersive shift χ/2π = 1.50 MHz, the cavity external
coupling rate κex/2π = 3.32 MHz, the cavity internal
loss rate κin/2π = 0.25 MHz, the qubit relaxation time
T1 = 32 µs, the qubit dephasing time T ∗2 = 26 µs, and
the echo decay time T2E = 33 µs. The qubit readout
fidelity of the ground state (excited state) is better than
0.998 (0.978). The assignment fidelity is calculated as
the average of the two24. The qubit initialization fidelity
is better than 0.998. The coupled system fulfills the op-
timal conditions of κex ≈ 2χ, and the interaction band-
width between a microwave pulse mode and the qubit is
much larger than the qubit dephasing rate (κex � 1/T ∗2 ).

Calibration of the average photon number. To
evaluate the quantum efficiency of the QND detection
precisely, the calibration of the average photon number
|αin|2 in the input pulse is crucial. We calibrate the pho-
ton flux of a continuous cavity drive by measuring the
microwave-induced dephasing rate of the qubit28, from
which we calculate the average photon number |αin|2 by
integrating the photon flux within the input temporal
mode.

Pulse sequence. The pulse lengths for the qubit con-
trol and readout are 25 ns and 500 ns, respectively. The
length of the JPA pump pulse accompanying the qubit
readout pulse is 650 ns. The amplitude envelope of the
input pulse mode is defined to be a Gaussian with the full
width at half maximum of 500 ns. The gate intervals of
the Ramsey sequence are set to 800 ns for the evaluation
of the quantum efficiency, and to 1100 ns for the quantum
state tomography of the reflected pulse mode in order to
avoid the overlap with the readout pulse. To obtain the
quantum efficiency of the QND detection, the sequence
is repeated 105 times and the qubit phase-flip probabil-
ity is determined. For the quantum state tomography
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of the reflected pulse mode, the phase of the quadrature
measurement is swept from 0 to π with a step of π/100.
The sequence is repeated 104 times for each phase. To
characterize the density matrix of the composite system,
the sequence is repeated 104 times for each phase of the
quadrature measurement and each of three orthogonal
measurement basis, X, Y , and Z, of the qubit. X- and
Y -basis readouts of the qubit are implemented by the
Z-basis readout with a qubit rotation.

Quadrature measurement efficiency. As shown in
Fig. 1a, the reflected pulse is led to the JPA operated in
the degenerate mode, and the quadrature αθ is measured
with the heterodyne detector in the same temporal mode
shape as the input. The large gain and small added noise
by the JPA in the quadrature measurement suppress the
effect of the imperfections in the measurement chain fol-
lowing the JPA29. The remaining propagation loss and
Gaussian noise can be modeled with an insertion of a
beam splitter with a transmittance ηmeas in front of an
ideal quadrature detector30. From the calibration with
a weak coherent pulse25, the measurement efficiency is
found to be ηmeas = 0.43±0.01. The dominant factor for
the inefficiency is the propagation loss through the series
of circulators between the cavity and the JPA.

Iterative maximum-likelihood reconstruction26.

For the quantum state tomography of the reflected pulse
mode, we use the quadrature-measurement operators
represented in the photon-number basis. The measure-
ment operators are corrected for the measurement inef-
ficiency 1 − ηmeas. For the quantum state tomography
of the composite system, we use the composite operators
of the quadrature measurements and the qubit measure-
ments. In both cases, the iterative algorithm is repeated
105 times.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

S1. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5. We use a circuit-QED architecture, where a transmon qubit is mounted
at the center of a three-dimensional superconducting cavity. The qubit with an Al/AlOx/Al Josephson junction is
fabricated on a sapphire substrate (5 × 5 mm). The cavity is made of aluminum (A1050) and has a single SMA-
connector port connected with a coaxial cable. The cavity output is connected to a flux-driven Josephson parametric
amplifier (JPA), which is fabricated on a silicon substrate (2.5 × 5 mm). The JPA enables us to read out the qubit
state in a single shot by amplifying a readout signal nearly in the quantum limit. The system parameters are listed
in Table I.

These samples are cooled to T ∼ 50 mK in a dilution refrigerator. The input and pump lines are highly attenuated
to cut the background noise from the higher-temperature parts. A cryogenic HEMT amplifier is mounted at the 4-K
stage in the output line together with a circulator to cut the backward noise from the amplifier. We also put circulators
between the cavity and the JPA to protect the qubit coherence from amplified vacuum fluctuations generated by the
JPA. The JPA resonance frequency is tuned to the cavity resonance frequency ωc by applying a DC magnetic field
into the SQUID loop. The JPA is pumped at 2ωc for the operation in the degenerate mode.

We use two different microwave sources, one for the qubit control at frequency ωq, the other for the qubit read-
out at frequency ωc. Each continuous-wave carrier signal is modulated at an IQ mixer with a low-frequency sig-
nal (∼100 MHz), which is generated by a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) at 1-GHz sampling rate and filtered with
a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of ∼100 MHz. The output signal is demodulated at an IQ mixer and measured
with an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) at 1-GHz sampling rate. The In-phase and Quadrature-phase signals of an
arbitrary temporal mode are extracted from the demodulated signals in the post analysis. Importantly, the identical
microwave source is shared by the readout modulation, the pump modulation and the readout demodulation for the
relative phase stability of the measurement.

The microwave source at ωc is also used for the generation of an input state, a superposition of the vacuum and
single-photon states in a pulse mode. The superposition is approximated by a weak coherent state, which is prepared
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FIG. 5. Schematic of the experimental setup.
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TABLE I. System parameters.

Cavity resonant frequency ωc/2π 10.62524 GHz

Cavity external coupling rate κex/2π 3.32 MHz

Cavity internal loss rate κin/2π 0.25 MHz

Qubit resonant frequency ωq/2π 7.8693 GHz

Qubit anharmonicity α/2π −0.344 GHz

Qubit relaxation time T1 32 µs

Qubit dephasing time T ∗2 26 µs

Qubit dephasing time (Echo) T2E 33 µs

Qubit thermal population pth 0.067

Dispersive shift χ/2π 1.50 MHz

JPA external coupling rate κJ
ex/2π 60 MHz

JPA internal loss rate κJ
in/2π 0.7 MHz

JPA gain G 25 dB

JPA gain bandwidth B/2π 1.4 MHz

and delivered to the cavity by attenuating a microwave pulse in the input line. For quantum state tomography of
the reflected pulse mode, we use the same measurement chain as the qubit readout. A single quadrature of the pulse
mode is amplified by the phase-sensitive amplifier (JPA), and is measured by the heterodyne voltage detector (IQ
mixer and ADC). We achieve a high measurement efficiency ηmeas = 0.43 ± 0.01, since a phase-sensitive amplifier
amplifies one quadrature without adding any vacuum noise and suppress the influence of the propagation loss and the
classical amplifier noise in the following stages (details below). Note that the temporal mode mismatch between the
reflected pulse mode and the demodulation mode is critical in the quadrature measurement. Since the bandwidth of
the input pulse mode is narrow enough compared to that of the cavity, we use the same temporal mode as the input
pulse for the demodulation and match the timing to the reflected coherent pulse.

S2. SYSTEM INITIALIZATION AND QUBIT READOUT

To achieve a high quantum efficiency of the QND detection, the high-fidelity initialization of the system and the
high-fidelity readout of the qubit state are of importance.

The transmission lines, connected to the cavity for both the input and output, are heavily attenuated to cut the
thermal background noise from room temperature. We evaluate the average thermal photon number nth in the cavity
from the qubit echo dephasing rate γφE = 1

T2E
− 1

2T1
. Supposing that the thermal photons are dominating the

dephasing rate, the upper bound of the thermal average photon number in the cavity is determined to be nmax
th =

κ2
tot+χ

2

4κtotχ2 γ
E
φ = 0.001, where κtot = κex + κin is the total cavity relaxation rate31. Considering the upper bound and

taking the lower bound to be zero, we set nth = 0.0005 ± 0.0005. When a Gaussian with the full width at half
maximum of 500 ns is used as the input pulse mode, the reflected pulse mode in the absence of any input signal is in
the thermal state with the average photon number nP

th of 0.004± 0.004, which is obtained by integrating the output
thermal photon flux κexnth with the same temporal mode as the input pulse.

We read out the qubit nondestructively via the dispersive shift of the cavity resonance frequency. We use a square
pulse with the length of 500 ns for the readout. In Figs. 6(a) and (b), we show the correlation between the first and
second readout outcomes as a function of the delay time between the two. At the delay time of 150 ns (the end time
of the first pump pulse), we evaluate the assignment fidelity of [P (g|g)+P (e|e)]/2 = 0.988±0.001. We also determine
the upper bound of the readout error of the qubit in the ground state (excited state) to be εg

r ≤ 1− P (g|g) = 0.0016
[εe

r ≤ 1− P (e|e) = 0.022], which are used for the numerical calculation (see Section. S7).
The population of the qubit excited state is pth = 0.067 ± 0.006 in thermal equilibrium, which corresponds to the

initialization fidelity of 0.933. To increase the fidelity, we initialize the qubit in the ground state by nondestructive
readout of the qubit state and postselection. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the conditional probability P (g|g) is much larger
than the initialization fidelity in the thermal equilibrium. For a longer delay time the correlation becomes weaker due
to the thermalization of the qubit.

Next, we study the effect of the residual cavity photons after the readout. In Fig. 6(c), we plot the conditional
probability P (e|g) as a function of the delay time of the Ramsey pulses, whose interval is fixed to 500 ns. The qubit
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FIG. 6. Conditional probability P (p|q) in the two successive qubit-state measurements (p, q = g,e). The blue dots are the
experimental results. The green vertical lines indicate the delay time we use in the QND detection. (a) Dependence of P (g|g)
on the delay time between the two readouts. (b) The same for P (e|e). (c) Dependence of P (e|g) on the delay time of the
Ramsey sequence from the first readout.

is initialized in the ground state by postselection on the first outcome. For the delay time shorter than the cavity
relaxation time 1/κtot, the photons excited by the readout pulse stay inside the cavity, causing the dephasing of the
qubit. Therefore, the probability of finding the qubit in the excited state, resulting from the dephasing, is larger. The
probability takes its minimum at the delay time of 400 ns, when both of the qubit and the cavity are initialized to the
ground state. For longer delay times than 400 ns, the excitation probability becomes larger because the initialization
infidelity increases due to the thermalization as shown in Fig. 6(a).

At the delay time of 400 ns the qubit is initialized to the ground state with the fidelity of 0.998 [Fig. 6(a)]. In
the numerical calculation, the initialization infidelity of the qubit state is taken into account as a part of the readout
errors (see Section. S7).
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FIG. 7. Dephasing rate of the qubit as a function of the photon flux ṅd under the continuous coherent drive. The blue dots
are the experimental results and the red line is the theoretical fit to calibrate the horizontal scale.
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S3. CALIBRATION OF AVERAGE PHOTON NUMBER

To evaluate the quantum efficiency of the QND single-photon detection, we use a weak coherent state approximating
a superposition of the vacuum and single-photon states. For the accurate evaluation, the power calibration of the
coherent pulse is of importance. To determine the photon flux ṅd reaching the cavity, we measure the dephasing rate
of the qubit in the cavity that is driven continuously with coherent microwaves. The dephasing rate of the qubit as a
function of the photon flux ṅd of a continuous coherent drive is shown in Fig. 7, where the cavity-drive frequency ωd is
fixed closely to the cavity resonance frequency ωc. Theoreticallythe cavity-drive-induced dephasing rate is described
by

Γm =
κtotχ

2

κ2
tot/4 + χ2 + ∆2

d

(n+ + n−), (2)

where ∆d = ωd − ωc = 0.16 MHz is the detuning, and n± = κexṅd

κ2
tot/4+(∆d±χ)2

is the average photon number in the

cavity with the qubit in the ground state or in the excited state28. By comparing the slope (red line in Fig. 7) of the
experimental results with Eq. (2), we calibrate the photon flux ṅd. We characterize the coherent state in the input
pulse mode by calculating the average photon number in the temporal mode from the photon flux ṅd.

S4. OPTIMIZATION OF QND DETECTION

We optimize the interaction between the qubit and the pulse mode in terms of the quantum efficiency of the
QND detection. As shown in Fig. 2(c) in the main text, the quantum efficiency and the dark-count probability are
determined by measuring the phase-flip probability as a function of the average photon number |αin|2 in the input
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in the main text, respectively.
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FIG. 9. Optimized pulse sequence for the QND detection of an itinerant single photon. The interval between the π/2-gates are
800 ns for the evaluation of the quantum efficiency and 1100 ns for the quantum state tomography of the reflected pulse mode.
ti is the initial time, tg is the second gate time, and tf is the measurement time in the numerical calculation (see Section S8).

pulse mode. The quantum efficiency is determined by fitting the result with the quadratic function and evaluating
the differential coefficient at |αin|2 = 0. The dark-count probability corresponds to the phase-flip probability in the
absence of any input signal.

First, the π/2-gate interval is optimized as shown in Figs. 8(a) and (b), where a coherent Gaussian pulse with the
pulse length (the full width at half maximum in amplitude) of 500 ns is used as an input. The bandwidth of the input
pulse is narrow enough to be reflected by the cavity without noticeable temporal/spectral mode distortion. When
the gate interval is shorter than the input-pulse length, the quantum efficiency is reduced. The quantum efficiency
increases up to the gate interval comparable with the pulse length, and then decreases for a gate interval longer than
the pulse length. The longer the gate interval, the more phase-flip error due to dephasing occurs, resulting in the
decrease of the quantum efficiency. From the experiment, we determine the optimized gate interval of 800 ns for the
input-pulse length of 500 ns.

Next, we study the input-pulse length dependence of the quantum efficiency and the dark-count probabil-
ity [Figs. 8(c) and (d)]. The gate interval is set to be proportional to the pulse length. Since the bandwidth in
which the reflected pulse mode acquires the phase flip corresponds to that of the cavity, the qubit cannot detect effi-
ciently a single photon with a larger bandwidth. A single photon with a narrow bandwidth interacts with the qubit
ideally, while the longer gate interval causes the dephasing of the qubit, resulting in the decrease of the quantum
efficiency again. In the experiment presented in the main text, we use a coherent Gaussian pulse with the pulse length
of 500 ns [Figs. 8(c) and (d)].

Finally, we show the optimized pulse sequence for the QND detection of an itinerant photon in Fig. 9. The gate
interval is set to 800 ns for the evaluation of the quantum efficiency and the dark-count probability, and is set to
1100 ns for quantum state tomography of the reflected pulse mode so that the second readout pulse does not interfere
with the reflected pulse mode.

S5. CALIBRATION OF QUADRATURE MEASUREMENT EFFICIENCY

To perform quantum state tomography of the reflected pulse mode, we use the iterative maximum likelihood
reconstruction with correction for the measurement inefficiency 1− ηmeas of the quadrature measurement. Therefore,
it is crucial to calibrate ηmeas precisely. As described in Section S1, we measure a single quadrature of the reflected
pulse mode in the nearly-quantum limit with a phase-sensitive amplifier and a heterodyne voltage detector. The effect
of the residual propagation loss and Gaussian noise in the measurement chain can be modeled with the insertion of a
beam splitter of transmittance ηmeas in front of an ideal single quadrature detector30. To calibrate ηmeas, we measure
a coherent state in the pulse mode reflected by the cavity with the qubit being in the ground state. An input
coherent state before the reflection is calibrated by the qubit dephasing induced by a coherent drive (See Section S3).
We denote the average photon number in the input coherent pulse as nin = |αin|2 =

∫
dω nin(ω), where nin(ω)

is the input average photon number per unit frequency. Furthermore, the cavity parameters are determined from
independent measurements. Thus, the output coherent state in the reflected pulse mode can also be characterized.
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FIG. 10. Calibration of the quadrature measurement efficiency. (a),(b) Wigner function and photon-number distribution of
the quantum state of the reflected pulse mode. The quantum state is a coherent state with the average photon number of 0.058.

Denoting the average photon number in the reflected pulse as nout, we derive from the input-output theory

nout =

∫
dω

(κex−κin)2

4 + [ω − (ωc + χ)]2

(κex+κin)2

4 + [ω − (ωc + χ)]2
nin(ω). (3)

In the experiment, we use an input coherent pulse with nin = 0.165 ± 0.003. Therefore, from Eq. (3) we ob-
tain nout = 0.137 ± 0.003. The reflected pulse captured by the measurement chain is determined by the iterative
maximum likelihood reconstruction without correcting for any inefficiency. The Wigner function and the photon-
number distribution of the determined quantum state are shown in Fig. 10. The reflected pulse mode is in a coherent
state with the average photon number n′out = 0.058, with the fidelity of 0.998. If the measurement chain of the
quadrature is perfect, n′out should be identical to nout. However, it is not the case in the experiment because of the
detection inefficiency η̃meas. By comparing these average photon numbers, we calibrate the detection inefficiency as
η̃meas = n′out/nout = 0.426± 0.009.

Here, the measurement efficiency η̃meas is affected by the imperfection in the initialization of the pulse mode, which
leads to the overestimation of the photon number in the reflected pulse mode by the quantum state tomography with
the correction. Actually, the pulse mode in the absence of any input signal is supposed to be in the thermal state with
the average photon number nP

th of 0.004± 0.004 (see section S2). The ratio of the vacuum fluctuation to the thermal

fluctuation is interpreted as the measurement efficiency ηth = 1/2
1/2+nth

= 1
1+2nth

. Therefore, the total measurement

efficiency η̃meas is described by ηthηmeas, where ηmeas is the actual measurement efficiency of the reflected pulse mode.
Using this, we determine ηmeas = η̃meas/ηth to be 0.43± 0.01.

S6. RAW DATA ANALYSIS

In the main text, to evaluate the quantum state of the system, we corrected for the detection inefficiency 1−ηmeas in
the quadrature analysis of the reflected pulse mode. Here, we show the evaluation using the raw data. The quantum
state is determined by the iterative maximum likelihood reconstruction without correcting the inefficiency26. In
Figs. 11(a)-(f), we plot the Wigner function and the photon-number distribution of each quantum state in the reflected
pulse mode. When the qubit remains in the state |+〉 after the interaction, the photon state is in the vacuum state
|0〉 with a fidelity of 0.99. On the other hand, when the qubit acquires the phase flip to |−〉, the photon state is in
the single photon state |1〉, with a fidelity of 0.36. The reduction of the fidelity is mainly due to the photon loss in
the heterodyne measurement.

In Fig. 11(g), we show the determined density matrix of the composite system. We calculate the negativity of the
composite system from the density matrix and obtain N (ρ) = 0.159 > 0, quantitatively guaranteeing the presence of
entanglement. The fidelity between the experiment and the ideal case is 0.87. The off-diagonal components are still
observed in the density matrix with the raw data, which indicates the entanglement.
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FIG. 11. Raw data analysis. (a), (b) Unconditional Wigner function and photon-number distribution of the reflected pulse
mode after the interaction with the qubit prepared in the state |+〉. The blue bars in d shows the distribution in the reflected
pulse, while the thin black frames depict that in the input pulse. (c), (d) The same conditioned on the absence of the qubit
phase flip. (e), (f) The same conditioned on the detection of the qubit phase flip. (g) Qubit-photon entanglement. The blue
and red bars respectively show the real and imaginary parts of the experimentally obtained density matrix of the composite
system consisting of the qubit and the pulse mode. The black wireframes are the density matrix in the ideal case. The qubit
state is represented in the X basis (|+〉, |−〉), and the state in the reflected pulse mode is represented in the photon-number
basis (|n〉; n=0,1,2).

S7. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION

A. Hamiltonian

The Hamiltonian describing the considered setup consists of three parts as

H = Hsys +Hfield +Henv, (4)

where Hsys, Hfield, and Henv respectively describe the qubit-cavity system, the interaction between the system and
the pulse mode in the 1D transmission line, and the environmental degrees of freedom. Using the qubit operator
σpq = |p〉〈q| (p, q = g,e), Hsys is given by (hereafter, ~ = 1)

Hsys = (ωc + χ)a†aσgg + [ωq + (ωc − χ)a†a]σee, (5)

which is identical to Eq. (1) of the main text. The input/output port of the photon field is a semi-infinite transmission
line field interacting with the cavity in reflection geometry. Setting the microwave velocity in the transmission line to
unity, Hfield is given by

Hfield =

∫
dk
[
ka†kak +

√
κex/2π(a†ka+ a†ak)

]
, (6)
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where ak is the field annihilation operator with wave number k and κex is cavity external coupling rate to this port. The
field operator in the real-space representation is defined by ãr = (2π)−1/2

∫
dkeikrak. The environmental Hamiltonian

Henv involves other relaxation channels of the qubit and the cavity. The relevant parameters are κin (cavity internal
loss rate), nB = pth

1+2pth
(average thermal quantum number of the qubit bath), γ = 1

(1+2nB)T1
(qubit relaxation rate),

and γφ = 1
T∗
2
− 1

2T1
(qubit pure dephasing rate).

We model these dampings by the interaction with fictitious continuous fields similar to Eq. (6). We omit their
explicit forms here.

B. Initial state

The input pulse mode has a Gaussian envelope with the length (full width at half maximum in amplitude) l and
the carrier frequency ωc. Its mode function fin(r) is given, in the real-space representation, by

fin(r) =

(
8 ln 2

πl2

)1/4

2−(2r/l)2eiωcr, (7)

which is normalized as
∫
dr|fin(r)|2 = 1. We write the mode function in the time representation as fin(−t), by setting

the speed of light c = 1. The origin of the time coordinate t is chosen so that the photon amplitude entering the
cavity becomes maximum at t = 0. Since the quantum state in the input pulse mode is a weak coherent state, its
state vector |ψi〉 at the initial moment t = ti is written as

|ψi〉 = N exp

(
αin

∫
drfin(r − ti)ã†r

)
|vac〉, (8)

where αin is the amplitude of the input coherent state (average photon number = |αin|2), |vac〉 is the vacuum state of

the waveguide field, and N = e−|αin|2/2 is a normalization factor. The initial state of the qubit-cavity system at the
initial moment t = ti is |g, 0〉. The initialization error of the qubit state is taken into account as a part of the readout
errors (εg

r , εe
r). Therefore, the initial density matrix of the overall system is written as

ρ(ti) = |g, 0〉〈g, 0| ⊗ |ψi〉〈ψi|. (9)

C. Time evolution

Throughout this study, we analyze the interaction between the input pulse mode and the qubit-cavity system in
the Heisenberg picture. The Heisenberg equations for the system operators are obtained from Eq. (4). For example,
a, σge and σee evolves as

d

dt
a = [−i(ωc + χ)− κtot/2]a+ 2iχaσee − i

√
κexã−t+ti(ti) + · · · , (10)

d

dt
σge = (−iωq − γtot

φ )σge + 2iχa†aσge + · · · , (11)

d

dt
σee = −γ1σee + γ2σgg + · · · , (12)

where κtot = κex+κin, γ1 = γ(1+nB), γ2 = γnB, γtot
φ = γφ+(γ1+γ2)/2, and the dots represent the contributions from

the environmental vacuum fluctuations. We denote the expectation value of an operator A(t) by 〈A〉 = Tr{A(t)ρ(ti)},
where the initial density matrix is defined in Eq. (9). From the property that a coherent state is an eigenstate of a
field operator, we can rigorously replace ãr(ti) with αinfin(r − ti). Then, the operator equations (10)–(12) are recast
into the following c -number ones,

d

dt
〈a〉 = [−i(ωc + χ)− κt/2]〈a〉+ 2iχ〈aσee〉 − i

√
κexαinfin(−t), (13)

d

dt
〈σge〉 = (−iωq − γtot

φ )〈σge〉+ 2iχ〈a†aσge〉, (14)

d

dt
〈σee〉 = −γ1〈σee〉+ γ2〈σgg〉. (15)
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FIG. 12. Dependence of the quantum efficiency on the system parameters. (a) Quantum efficiency as a function of κex and
κin. An ideal qubit (γ = γφ = 0) is assumed here. (b) Quantum efficiency as a function of γ and γφ. The optimal cavity
parameters κex = 2χ and κin = 0 are used in accordance with the result in (a).

Besides the above time evolution, the Y/2 and −Y/2 gates are applied to the qubit. We treat these gates simply
as the instantaneous unitary transformations on the qubit operators. The Y/2 gate at t = ti is written as(

σgg σge

σeg σee

)
→ 1

2

(
σgg + σeg + σge + σee −σgg − σeg + σge + σee

−σgg + σeg − σge + σee σgg − σeg − σge + σee

)
, (16)

and the −Y/2 gate at t = tg is written as(
σgg σge

σeg σee

)
→ 1

2

(
σgg − σeg − σge + σee σgg − σeg + σge − σee

σgg + σeg − σge − σee σgg + σeg + σge + σee

)
. (17)

At the final moment t = tf , the qubit state is measured in the Z axis with the readout errors (εg
r , εg

r ).

D. Quantum efficiency

By solving Eqs. (13)–(15) and similar equations for the terms such as 〈aσee〉 and 〈a†aσge〉, together with the qubit
rotations of Eqs. (16) and (17), we calculate Pe = 〈σee(tf)〉 at the final moment tf . Taking account of the readout

errors, we obtain the qubit excitation probability as P̃e = εg
r + 〈σee(tf)〉(1− εg

r − εe
r). In Fig. 2b of the main text, we

set l = 500 ns, ti = −400 ns, tg = 400 ns, and tf = 500 ns, as shown in Section S4.
The quantum efficiency of the single-photon detection and the dark-count probability are accessible by varying

the average photon number |αin|2 in the input pulse mode. (Theoretically, this is automatically done by solving the

evolution equations perturbatively in αin and calculating the components of P̃e proportional to |αin|0 and |αin|2.)
In Fig. 12, we show the dependence of the quantum efficiency on the system parameters, κex, κin, γ, and γφ. The

following parameters are fixed here: χ/2π = 1.5 MHz, nB = 0, l = 500 ns, and εg
r = εe

r = 0. Considering the
experimentally achieved values of κex/2χ = 1.1, κin/2χ = 0.083, γ/2χ = 0.0014, and γφ/2χ = 0.0012, we conclude
that the quantum efficiency in the experiment is limited by the internal loss of the cavity.

E. Density matrix of output photon

Here, we outline the theoretical evaluation of the conditional/unconditional density matrix of the reflected pulse
mode. We first introduce the mode function fout(r) of the reflected pulse mode. For a long input pulse (l � κ−1

ex ),
the pulse envelope is almost unchanged after reflection except for the slight delay due to absorption and re-emission
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by the cavity. We therefore set fout(r) = fin(r + τd), where τd is the delay time of the order of κ−1
ex . Using this

wavepacket, we define the creation operator A† of the output photon (in the Heisenberg picture at time t) by

A†(t) =

∫ t−ti

0

dr fout(r − t)ã†r(t). (18)

This operator satisfies the bosonic commutation relation of [A,A†] = 1.
For concreteness, we hereafter focus on the density matrix conditioned on the outcome of the qubit state (q = g,e) at

the final moment tf . This density matrix is determined from the moments of the field operators, 〈σqq(tf)A†m(tf)A
n(tf)〉

(m,n = 0, 1, · · · )32. In particular, when the reflected pulse mode contains up to one photon as in the current case, we
need only three quantities, Pq = 〈σqq〉, Aq = 〈σqqA〉, and Nq = 〈σqqA†A〉. Pq can be calculated with the prescription
presented in Section C. For calculation of Aq and Nq, which contain the output field operator (ãr with r > 0), we
use the input-output relation,

ãr(t) = ãr−t+ti(ti)− i
√
κexa(t− r)θ(r)θ(t− ti − r), (19)

where θ is the Heaviside step function. Aq is recast into the following form,

Aq = 〈σqq(t)〉 × α
∫ tf

ti

dt f∗out(−t)fin(−t)− i
√
κex

∫ tf

ti

dt f∗out(−t)〈σqq(tf)a(t)〉. (20)

Similarly, up to the three-time correlation function is required for calculation of Nq. The elements of the conditional
density matrix ρq are determined from Pq, Aq, and Nq by

ρq00 =
Pq −Nq
Pq

, (21)

ρq01 =
Aq
Pq
, (22)

ρq11 =
Nq
Pq
. (23)

Taking account of the readout errors, the conditional density matrix ρ̃q are determined by

ρ̃g =
Pe(1− εe

r) ρe + Pgε
g
r ρ

g

Pe(1− εe
r) + Pgε

g
r

, (24)

ρ̃e =
Pg(1− εg

r ) ρg + Peε
e
r ρ

e

Pg(1− εg
r ) + Peεe

r

. (25)
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